Abstract When formalizing proofs with proof assistants, it often happens that background knowledge about mathematical concepts is employed without the formalizer explicitly requesting it. Such mechanisms are warranted in the context of discovery because they can make prover sessions more efficient (less time searching the library) and can compress proofs (the more knowledge that is implicitly available, the less needs to be explicitly said by the formalizer). In the context of justification, though, implicit knowledge may need to be made explicit. To study implicit knowledge in proof assistants, one must first characterize what implicit knowledge should be made explicit. Then, once a class of implicit background knowledge is identified, one needs to determine how to extract it from proofs. When a class of implicit knowledge is made explicit, we may then inquire to what extent the implicit knowledge is needed for any particular proof; it often happens that proofs can be successful even if some of the implicit knowledge is omitted. In this note we describe an experiment conducted on the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) of formal mathematical proofs concerning a particular class of implicit background knowledge, namely, properties of functions and relations (e.g., commutativity, asymmetry, etc.). In our experiment we separate, for each theorem of the MML, the needed function and relation properties from the unneeded ones. Special attention is paid to those function and relation properties that are significant in discussions of foundations of mathematics.
Introduction
When formalizing non-trivial proofs with a proof assistant, it often happens that extra background knowledge is employed without the formalizer explicitly requesting it. This is not an oversight or error by the designers of the proof assistants; such tacit mechanisms are warranted in the context of discovery. Tacitly employing background knowledge helps the formalizer by making his prover sessions more efficient because one needs less time to search the library that accompanies the prover. Tacit background knowledge can also help to shorten proofs. Compare, for example, the size of natural deduction proofs in classical first-order logic using the Gentzen-style natural deduction formalism NK to an extension of NK where one can assert that an arbitrary formula is a tautological consequence of some already established formulas. 1 Generally, the more knowledge that is implicitly available, the less needs to be made explicit by the formalizer. In the contexts of producing and studying a formalized mathematical argument, such mechanisms are important and deserve to be strengthened. (There remains the problem of deciding how strong the proof procedures should be; strong procedures can cause the user to lose control of a proof by making the gaps between proof steps less comprehensible.)
But we may not always wish to suppress background knowledge. For certain purposes, it is important to know, as far as possible, precisely what background knowledge was implicitly employed in a formal proof. There are a number of practical applications of such information, such as facilitating theory exploration [10] , library recompilation [3] , improved premise selection heuristics in automated reasoning, etc. Eliciting what is implicitly used in a proof is also philosophically important because we come closer to finding what is necessary and sufficient conditions for the success of a theorem. Such an interest in background knowledge thus aligns, in a modest way, with the overall aims of reverse mathematics [13] , a vibrant branch of contemporary proof theory whose aim is to discover axioms from theorems (rather than the other way around).
To elicit implicit background knowledge, one first ought to define a class C of such knowledge and show how to elicit items of C from formal proofs carried out in a particular proof assistant. The specification of C may be in terms of mathematical logic or proof theory (e.g., ZFC), or it may be in terms of a particular proof assistant.
For the purposes of this paper, the class C of interest consists of various properties of functions and relations, such as commutativity of a binary function and symmetry of a binary relation. Tables 1 and 2 list the function and predicate properties that interest us here. The proof assistant we employ is the Mizar system 2 and we work with the large Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) of formalized mathematical proofs. In the Mizar system the function and relation properties listed in Tables 1 and 2 are special because one can "attach" them to functions and relations of the Mizar logic; doing so makes these properties implicitly present in any inference that involves these functions or relations. 
Once one has specified C, there remains the task of testing whether a member c of C is needed in a particular proofs, in the sense that the proof assistant fails to verify a proof if c is deleted or otherwise absent from the environment in which a proof is verified. In the case of Mizar, eliciting these particular properties is straightforward.
Section 2 outlines previous related work and gives a concrete example of how properties can be attached to constructors and how these properties are implicitly used in formal proofs in Mizar. Section 3 describes the method we used to make explicit the constructor properties that are needed for Mizar inferences. The heart of the paper is Section 4, which contains the results of our computations about needed and unneeded function and relation properties across the large Mizar Mathematical Library. Section 5 concludes and offers some ideas for further research.
Background and Previous Work
The aim of the Mizar project is to capture the "mathematical vernacular" by providing a rich language for carrying out formalizations of non-trivial mathematics. The intended semantics of Mizar is provided by classical first-order logic with identity based on Tarski set theory. The library of mathematical knowledge formalized in the Mizar language and verified by the Mizar proof checker is known as the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML). 3 The MML is rather large; it contains tens of thousands of theorems and definitions going from axiomatic set theory to graduatelevel mathematics. Because of its standard foundations and large library, Mizar is an attractive target for applications in automated reasoning, foundations of mathematics, and artificial intelligence. We cannot go into detail about Mizar here; an excellent introduction is recently available [9] .
In this paper the term constructor can be intuitively understood as a function or a relation in a first-order logic. 4 In Mizar, one can attach properties to functions and relations; Tables 1 and 2 lays out all nine properties currently supported by Mizar. These properties are used by the Mizar verifier as "background knowledge" that doesn't need to be cited by a formalizer. This example, taken from the Mizar article XBOOLE_0, defines the predicate (pred) of one set X being a proper subset c< of another Y. The symbols c= and <> denote the subset relation and disequality, respectively. The keywords irreflexivity and asymmetry included in the definition indicate that the proper subset relation will henceforth have the properties of irreflexivity and asymmetry; inferences involving the proper subset relation will implicitly use these properties.
This example also illustrates how properties of constructors are used implicitly and how they can shorten proofs. Normally in Mizar one has to prove that constructors have the claimed properties. In the example, though, the irreflexivity and asymmetry properties lack proofs; notice that the keywords irreflexivity and asymmetry are followed by a semicolon and there is apparently no proof that the new constructor c< actually is irreflexive or asymmetric. Such concision is justified because the two propositions can be proved by Mizar from the definition of c<, in its precise sense of "obvious inference" [12] . The irreflexivity of c< follows from three premises: its definition, the reflexivity of equality, and the reflexivity of the subset relation. Equality is a constructor in Mizar to which the property of symmetry is attached axiomatically (without proof). 6 The subset relation is also a constructor and prior to the definition of c< the property of reflexivity was attached.
The proof that c< is asymmetric is similarly a Mizar-obvious inference not from the definition of c< alone, but also from the symmetry of equality.
A verifiable item I of the Mizar Mathematical Library immediately needs property P of constructor C if I fails to be Mizar-verifiable in the absence of P. To properly evaluate dependency claims, it is not enough to know that a particular 4 "Constructor" belongs to the Mizar idiolect for formal mathematics. There are more kinds of objects that count as "constructors" in Mizar-such as structures-but in this paper we are interested only in functions and predicates. 5 One might wonder why there are only the nine constructor properties supported by Mizar. Transitivity of a relation as well as surjectivity and injectivity of a function, for example, are absent. The answer is simply that these other properties are not yet efficiently implemented; later versions of Mizar may have them. 6 http://mizar.cs.ualberta.ca/∼mptp/7.12.01_4.166.1132/html/hidden.html#R1 theorem needs a property of a constructor. We need to know what the constructor itself depends upon. Definition 1 (Direct and indirect need) A verifiable item I directly needs property P of constructor C iff verification of I will fail if P is detached from C.
A verifiable item I indirectly needs property P of C iff I directly needs P of C or there exists an item I such that I depends on I and I needs P of C.
The ontology of Mizar "items" to which the definition refers was given by the author [1] .
The task of eliciting implicit knowledge of formalized mathematical proofs carried out in a proof assistant is a stimulating challenge. Proof assistants are generally designed so that many logical inferences are carried out automatically; they are generally not concerned with fine-grained tracking of how logical information is used. Extracting the sought-after implicit knowledge seems to require either a lowlevel "documentation mode" that can be had only by editing low-level tactic hooks or by reverse engineering. Another method is to translate proof objects from one format to another where fine-grained information can be more conveniently extracted, as Böhme and Weber do for Z3 [7] . One problem is to design adequate proof formats [8] from which the sought-after information is provided.
Various approaches can be used depending on the proof assistant and the logic(s) it implements. For a comparison of how this can be done for Mizar as compared to Coq, see [4] .
Eliciting Implicit Constructor Properties
To elicit the constructor properties that are needed for an item of the Mizar Mathematical Library, we exploit Mizar's separation of (i) the construction of the environment in which verification will be carried out from (ii) verification properly speaking.
In step (i), Mizar constructs a suitable environment for verification by copying parts of the MML specified by the user and placing them into files in the current working directory. If a constructor has a property associated with it, the environment will contain the property attached to the constructor, regardless of whether it is needed for any particular inference in the article being worked on. The environment is thus a conservative overestimate of what is truly needed for the verification to succeed.
In step (ii), the verifier loads the "miniature MML" that was constructed in step (i) and checks the inferences in the article.
By intervening between the construction of the environment and the verification, one can manipulate the environment in which the verification is carried out. We simply remove a property attached to a constructor and carry out the verification; if the verification succeeds, we know that the property of the construction was not actually needed.
Thanks to the use of XML as the representation of the environment for Mizar articles [14] , conducting our experiment is as simple as applying certain XSL stylesheets to the environment files and submitting the modified environment to the Mizar verifier.
Consider, for example, a fragment of the constructors file constructed in step (i):
The self-closing element <Involutiveness/> directs the Mizar verifier to tacitly add involutiveness to the list of premises of any inference that involves this particular constructor. By dropping this node from the XML document, we request the verifier to check the text without assuming that the function is involutive.
Such alterations do not affect the semantics of the user's text. Rather than operating on whole Mizar articles, each containing dozens of theorems, we operate on individual theorems of the MML. This is made possible by dividing the MML into fine-grained "microarticles" consisting of a single toplevel text fragment, e.g., a definition or a theorem [1] . The result of such an analysis is the division of the roughly 1100 articles of the MML into about 100,000 items.
A logical puzzle suggests itself when working with properties as we do in this paper. If we say that a proof needs properties P 1 and P 2 of some constructor, this is understood as the conjunction of (i) d succeeds in the presence of P 1 and in the absence of P 2 and (ii) d succeeds in the presence of P 2 and in the absence of P 1 . From (i) and (ii) we infer that d succeeds in the absence of both P 1 and P 2 . This is an invalid inference in general. Consider a binary relation R that has been proven to be both reflexive and symmetric. Then
expressing that R is either reflexive or symmetric can be proved immediately from the premises that R is both reflexive and symmetric. This theorem can be proved in two ways: one way avoids R's symmetry but uses its reflexivity, and the other proof reverses these. But by construction the theorem does not immediately follow if we drop both assumptions about R. This is a known flaw with our method for testing dependency upon properties. A proper approach would be to order the removal of properties (first delete P 1 then P 2 , and vice versa) and consider all possible sequences of property deletions. This method would detect disjunctive theorems such as (*), but at the cost of complicating dependency analysis conceptually and computationally. Interestingly, so far we have not found any "spoiler" theorems such as (*) in the MML. Owing to its large size and its focus on traditional mathematics, we may take the MML as an exemplar of "natural" formalization of mathematics. Somehow disjunctive theorems don't seem to arise in everyday mathematics, which perhaps suggests that there are "natural theorems" in mathematics [6] . There remains the problem of exploiting the information we extract. One can see the issue with the help of the distinction between reasoning about a class of structures or about a single structure. Thus, we may find in a theorem ϕ about the field R of real numbers that commutativity of addition is not used. One could invent, on this basis, a generalization ϕ * of ϕ and a generalization of R to a class R of structures similar to R but in which the commutativity of multiplication is not assumed. The value of such a generalization may not be clear; perhaps R is of little mathematical interest.
By contrast, imagine we encounter a theorem ψ holding for all fields, but the proof of ψ assumes, neither directly nor indirectly, that the field multiplication operation is commutative. As before, we can formulate a generalization ψ * of ψ to a class of rings. By contrast with ϕ * , though, the significance of ψ * seems clearer because the reasoning used in the proof of ψ was by design already implicitly quantifying over a class of structures. Inventing suitable generalizations by using fine-grained dependency information seems to us to be an interesting research problem for automated reasoning.
Reliance Upon Properties Throughout the MML
We now discuss how the various properties are used in the MML. Table 3 lays out, for each constructor property P, how many items in the MML directly or indirectly need some item to which P is attached.
Ref lexivity
Nearly half of all items in the MML depend on the reflexivity of some binary relation. Reflexivity of equality of sets accounts for this: it is indirectly needed by fully 102,242 items. Putting aside equality, the next most important reflexive constructor is the subset relation, which is indirectly needed by 93,284 items. Putting aside these logical and "set theoretical" examples, the most important reflexive "mathematical" relation is the less-than-or-equal-to relation ≤ on (extended) real numbers, whose reflexivity is indirectly needed by 67,196 items.
Irref lexivity The property of irreflexivity is directly needed by only a handful of items in the library, but indirectly it supports about 2/3 of the library. The explanation is the proper subset relation: the irreflexivity of this constructor is needed by 65,546 items. The most important "mathematical" example is the relation of one element of a binary relation being strictly less than another.
Asymmetry Surprisingly, only five constructors in the entire MML have asymmetry attached to them: -Set membership; -The proper subset relation; -A variant of ∈ for many-sorted set structures; -A strictly-lexicographically-less-than relation on finite tuples of natural numbers (defined in the expected way using < on natural numbers); -A strictly-lexicographically-less-than relation on bags of ordinals.
The asymmetry of set membership is significant in discussions of foundations of mathematics because it expresses a weak form of the axiom of foundation. The asymmetry of set membership alone accounts for essentially all items that need the asymmetry of any constructor: 82,581 items indirectly need this weak form of foundation, whereas only 283 items directly depend on this property of ∈.
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Projectivity Projectivity is rarely directly needed, but supports a substantial piece of the library. Interestingly, it is the closure operation defined on subsets of a topological space that accounts for the lion's share of the items that indirectly need a projective constructor: 7,536 items depend on the projectivity of the closure operation.
Connectedness As with projectivity and asymmetry, the property of connectedness is attached to very few constructors of the Mizar Mathematical Library, but the constructors to which this property is attached have a significant influence across the MML. The constructor whose connectedness is used indirectly by the greatest number of items is the subset relation restricted to ordinals. The connectedness of this constructor expresses the foundationally notable fact that any two ordinals are comparable. The proof of this fact in the MML uses a trichotomy-like principle that says that for any two ordinals A and B, either A ∈ B, A = B, or B ∈ A. The connectedness of the subset relation on ordinals is indirectly needed by 82,490 items. The next most significant example is ≤ on rational numbers, indirectly needed by 71,313 items.
Involutiveness Two items vie for the most important here: -The sign-changing operation x → −x on real numbers is needed by 65,501 items. -The reciprocal operation z → 1/z on complex numbers is needed by 65, 105 items.
The constructor with the next highest number of items that indirectly depend on its involutiveness is the relative complement operation on sets, which is indirectly needed by 8,847 items.
Idempotence The constructor whose idempotence is most frequently needed indirectly is the binary union of two sets, which is indirectly needed by 69,184 items. The idempotence of binary set intersection takes second place: it is indirectly needed by 24,249 items.
Dependencies of Signif icant Theorems Several items in the Mizar
Mathematical Library indirectly need more than 100 constructor properties. This indicates that the theorem was reached with a fair amount of help from the constructor property mechanism. We find such examples among the proofs in the MML of significant mathematical results. The item with the greatest number of dependencies is taken from the proof of the Jordan curve theorem, a major theorem in topology and one of the most complex formal developments in the MML. We see this by virtue of the fact that the theorems of the series of Mizar articles leading to the final proof of the Jordan curve theorem indirectly need, on average, several dozen constructor properties. Conversely, in mathematically significant formalizations we may also find that many unneeded constructor properties are brought in. A lemma on the way to a Brouwer-type fixed-point theorem 8 implicitly uses 14 constructor properties, the most in any theorem across the whole MML, including:
-Asymmetry of ∈ -Reflexivity and connectedness of ≤ on extended real numbers -Commutativity and idempotence of ∩ -Projectivity of the absolute value operation on complex numbers -Commutativity of the norm operation on finite sequences of real numbers
The first item is perhaps puzzling. Why should a lemma relating to Brouwer's fixedpoint theorem need a weak form of the axiom of foundation? Surely it can be proved without resorting to this "low-level" set-theoretic principle. This example illustrates that in practical formalization of serious mathematics there may be more than meets the eye.
In formalization of advanced mathematics, involving many mathematical concepts, we may find that many constructor properties can be dispensed with. For example, the Mizar proof of the Tietze extension theorem 9 unnecessarily uses 20 constructor properties, including: -Commutativity of + on real numbers -Involutiveness of unary subtraction on real numbers -Projectivity of the norm operation on complex numbers -Projectivity of the absolute value operation on complex numbers -Commutativity of multiplication on natural numbers Although a particular proof may be successful even when many constructor properties are removed from its environment, it is often not clear how to use this information. Clearly the Tietze extension theorem has to do with complex numbers, natural numbers, sets, and so forth. When we find that a proof about such mathematical objects does not rely on various properties, such as the commutativity of addition for real numbers, we seem to be discovering something more about our own division of the formalization task into lemmas than about "mathematical reality" itself.
Conclusion and Future Work
Properties of functions and relations are often used in mathematics. Working in the Mizar framework, which is based on declarative natural deduction proof, set theory, and first-order classical logic, we can identify a small class of such properties and measure their influence in practical formalization of mathematics.
Our experiments could likely be carried out for other proof assistants, but the method for defining and eliciting the information would have to be different, owing to the diversity of logics and proof practices one finds among proof assistants.
With an automated theorem prover one could take on similar problems and in some respects go further than we have gone here. An infrastructure for carrying out such exploration (sound translation of Mizar proofs to an unsorted first-order language, infrastructure for constructing and working with the associated ATP problems, etc.) already exists [15] . Generic proof analysis tools [2] can also be of service here. One could even verify the dependency claims made here outside of Mizar, in the style of [16] .
Constructor properties are but one mechanism in Mizar that hides premises of inferences. Mizar also supports so-called requirements, which also help to allow one to reason validly without having to be explicit about precisely what premises are needed for every inference of a proof [11] . Mizar also has some built-in functionality concerning arithmetic. Both of these mechanisms are of great value for the formalizer when constructing a formal proof, but if one is interested in making explicit premises that were suppressed during proof construction, Mizar's requirements and arithmetic facilities need to be taken into account.
Finally, as discussed earlier, the information that in a proof a certain property of a constructor is not needed indicates, prima facie, that one is dealing with a kind of generalization because it shows that one could have successfully carried out the same proof in a setting where the constructor property is missing. But we saw that it may not always be clear how to use this information. One might imagine an advisor for a proof assistant that invents generalizations of theorems when it finds that some properties are not needed for the theorem's proof.
